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The Aim of This Book on Mountain 
Tourism

The aim of this book is to advance the literature 
in the field of mountain tourism. In particular, this 
book aims to broaden the discussion on the diver-
sity of perspectives, interactions and roles of 
mountain tourism, through an interdisciplinary 
and management context that addresses com-
munities, impacts, development approaches, 
planning and governance, natural environment, 
and creation of mountain tourism experiences.

Mountain Tourism: Experiences, Com-
munities, Environments and Sustainable 
Futures contains five thematic areas, each with 
an overview and relevant case studies. These 
themes include: (i) the creation of mountain 
tourism experiences; (ii) people and communi-
ties in mountain tourism; (iii) natural environ-
ments in mountain tourism; (iv) impacts and 
solutions in mountain tourism; and (v) develop-
ment, planning and governance approaches in 
mountain tourism. Mountain areas from around 
the world are covered in this edited book includ-
ing areas within Europe, Asia-Pacific, North 
America, Africa and South America.

Authors included in this publication on 
mountain tourism address the  five thematic 

areas listed above through scholarly or profes-
sional synthesis and review, systematic evalu-
ation of specific issues, or through theoreti-
cally-informed empirical research. Most have 
developed an innovative theoretical approach 
or framework, and then have applied and as-
sessed their topic empirically and qualitatively. 
The editors orientate readers to each thematic 
area through a short introductory chapter. An 
introductory chapter and concluding chapter 
serve to introduce and summarize the major 
themes of the book.

Significance of Mountains  
and Mountain Tourism

Mountains cover about 24% of the world’s land 
surfaces, are found in every continent, exist in 
139 countries and in all major types of ecosys-
tems, from deserts and tropical forests to polar 
icepacks (Denniston, 1995; Charters and Saxon, 
2007; People and Planet, 2008; Keller, 2014). 
Mountain areas are second only to coasts and 
islands as popular tourism destinations, generat-
ing 15–20% of annual global tourism.

Globally, development of mountain tour-
ism is unique in time and place. For many 
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regions the development process has been char-
acterized by a period of exploration or  discovery, 
followed by community/regional  development 
that results in the creation of destinations for 
travel and tourism. In Canada, explorers in the 
late 19th and 20th centuries blazed the trails that 
opened up the mountains for others to follow. 
They travelled through unfamiliar mountain 
passes, up steep rocky routes, seeking adventure 
and fortune. Mountain communities became 
important centres for travel and tourism, known 
for their beauty, natural assets and as places to 
experience the outdoors. In a Canadian context, 
survey crews following the paths of early explor-
ers charted a route through the Rocky Moun-
tains. The survey camps eventually became well-
known mountain communities (e.g. Golden, 
Revelstoke). The Canadian Pacific Railway com-
pany followed these routes, built the glamorous 
Banff Springs Hotel on the shores of a mountain 
lake and brought in Swiss guides to take rail pas-
sengers on mountaineering expeditions (Nepal 
and Jamal, 2011). The routes opened new 
industrial opportunities and provided the im-
petus for fortune seekers to follow. More moun-
tain communities sprung up, many based on 
mining (e.g. Fernie, Kimberley, Rossland), energy 
(e.g.  Revelstoke) and/or forestry along British 
 Columbia’s mountainous west coast.

The United Nations Environmental 
 Programme (UNEP) declared 2002 as the 

‘ International Year of Mountains’, noting that 
mountain tourism accounted for a significant 
piece of the worldwide tourism pie, and the 
World Tourism Organization (WTO) predicted 
that mountain tourism would continue to grow 
and develop (UNEP, 2002; see Fig. 1.1). Inter-
national tourism arrivals reached a record 
1087 billion arrivals in 2013 with receipts to-
talling US$1159 billion (UNWTO, 2014). With 
an estimated 15–20% of tourism occurring in 
mountain regions, global estimates identify that 
there were as many as 163–217 million arrivals 
to mountain regions in 2013 with estimated 
receipts amounting to US$174–232 billion.

Many mountain regions of the world have 
seen a strong rise in visitation with the devel-
opment of tourism (Nepal, 2002; Nepal and 
Chipeniuk, 2005; Nepal and Jamal, 2011). In 
the 18th century, the Alps were transformed 
from a region of poor alpine agricultural settle-
ments to prosperous mountain resorts and 
villages that now host 30 million international 
arrivals annually (CIPRA, 2015). The Snowy 
Mountains of Australia welcomed 1.3 million vis-
itors in 2012 with visitor spending estimated at 
AUS$468 million (Tourism Snowy Mountains, 
2013). In South Africa, Table Mountain’s des-
ignation as one of the ‘New 7 Wonders of Nature’ 
has resulted in a rapid growth in visitation, with 
over 2.4 million visitors in 2012 (Westgro, 2013). 
In North America, the Rocky Mountain National 

Fig. 1.1. Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site (photography courtesy of Harold Richins).
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Park in the USA and Banff National Park in  Canada 
both welcome approximately 3–4 million visitors 
annually (Banff National Park, 2015; Rocky 
Mountain National Park, 2015). For more re-
mote regions such as the Andes and the Hima-
layas, mountain tourism has become a phenom-
enon of explosive growth over the past two 
decades, with over 1 million tourists flocking an-
nually to Macchu Picchu in South America and 
over 600,000 trekking in Nepal each year (Gov-
ernment of Nepal, 2011; Dunnell, 2015).

Mountain tourism does not just refer to 
high-level Alpine environments, but embraces 
lower-level rural environments and geographic-
ally diverse areas with varying weather patterns, 
temperatures and climatic conditions. Mountain 
tourism includes, for example, areas with the 
highest mountain on earth, Mount Everest, in 
the Himalayas at 8850 m (29,035 feet) to the 
low- lying Blue Mountains near Sydney, Austra-
lia, which contrasts with its rare beauty at only 
1189 m high (3901 feet). About 12% of the 
world’s human population lives in the moun-
tains, with another 15% living next to or very 
near mountain areas. Billions of people through-
out the world are dependent on fresh drinking 
water that originates from mountain areas 
(United Nations Agenda 21, 1992; Denniston, 
1995; People & Planet, 2008).

People Seeking Experiences and the 
Attraction of Mountains

Marković and Petrović (2013) believe people 
are seeking experiences that restore their 
sense of health and wellness in the ‘clean, cool 
air [and] varied topography’. Urry (1990) noted, 
tourists come to the mountains to ‘gaze’ upon 
them and Godde et al. (2000) add that ‘people 
look to mountain environments for their seren-
ity’ seeking ‘a sense of renewal and spiritual 
well-being’. Pfister (2000) mentions that the 
attraction to mountain environments is, ‘the mys-
tery and spiritual value of travel to inaccessible, 
less known, and remote locations in mountain-
ous regions’.

As populations have migrated from rural 
to intensely urban areas, mountainous regions 
have become increasingly attractive as des-
tinations because people want to escape the 

‘artificiality of modern civilization’ and ‘our too- 
muchness’ (Cronon, 1996, 15). The attraction 
of mountains, as Pfister (2000) suggests, is the 
result of our ‘desire to experience nature on its 
own terms and get back to the basics of ob-
serving what it is to live close to the land’ (116). 
In mountain areas where indigenous people 
have settled, visitors are often attracted by the 
opportunity to become more deeply connected 
through authentic intercultural experiences 
(Deng et al., 2002). Many visitors come to the 
mountains drawn to the underlying symbolic 
imagery of untouched nature, clean, cool air, 
restoration and cultures living in harmony 
with their surroundings (Silva et al., 2011; see 
Fig. 1.2).

Mountain tourism experiences have sig-
nificance in the notion of special interest or spe-
cial niche tourism, which engages in mindful 
and authentic experiences that have been char-
acterized based on levels of customer participa-
tion (passive to active) and the relationship 
(absorption to immersion) to the environment in 
which the experience is occurring (Fitzsimmons 
and Fitzsimmons, 2006; Steiner and Reisinger, 
2006; Pine and Gilmore, 2007; Moscardo, 
2008; Sundbo and Sørensen, 2013). This may 
include going to an extraordinary destination, 
having experiences in authentic settings, stay-
ing at unique places (lodging), interacting with 
extraordinary people, utilizing a distinctive trans-
portation method, taking care of special needs 
and/or being involved in an exceptional activity 
(Smith and Eadington, 1992; Weiler and Hall, 
1992; Pearce et al., 1998; Scarinci and Richins, 
2003; Novelli, 2005).

Visitors may seek opportunities to appre-
ciate and learn about the natural environment 
and/or are attracted to take part in mountain- 
based activities. Figure 1.3 shows activities that 
may be offered in natural mountain settings. 
Tourists are periodically involved in activities that 
relate to travel for nature or adventure tourism, 
travel for sport, health, personal wellbeing, 
interest in learning or serious leisure, seeking 
cultural tourism in natural settings, or having 
other interests related to the journey or the 
place (Weiler and Hall, 1992; Douglas et al., 
2001; Scarinci and Richins, 2003; Novelli, 2005; 
Tourism British Columbia, 2005; Trauer, 2006; 
Newsome et al., 2013; Elkington and Stebbins, 
2014).
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The attraction of mountains can be seen 
to be ‘steeped in actual and symbolic repre-
sentations of adventure’ (Beedie and Hudson, 
2003, 626) and in the sense of ‘inherent dan-
gers that attract some daring tourists’ for 
sports and leisure activities (Marković and 
Petrović, 2013). For these adventure-seeking 
tourists, the natural landscape is simply just 
the ‘backdrop or place in which the activity 
takes place’ rather than being the focus of 
attention (Newsome et al., 2013, 30). Within 
this context, adventure tourism activities range 
from ‘hard’ to ‘soft’, with soft adventure (lower- 
skilled activities) in mountain environments 
including activities such as camping, hiking, 
biking, animal watching, horseback riding, ca-
noeing and photography. These activities are 
most often sought after by those interested in 
adventure at a relatively lower level of risk 
(Godde et al., 2000; Beedie and Hudson, 
2003; Newsome et al., 2013). Alternatively, 
hard adventure (normally involving higher-
skill-based activities) may include activities 

such as mountaineering, rock climbing, remote 
area backpacking, white-water rafting and 
mountain biking. These attract adventurers 
more comfortable with a higher level of risk 
and exertion and possessing specialized skills 
(Newsome et al., 2013).

Sport and Adventure Activities  
in Mountain Areas

In 2003, the Canadian Tourism Commission 
(CTC) studied the Canadian domestic market of 
outdoor adventure enthusiasts. The Travel Activ-
ities and Motivation Survey (TAMS) identified the 
soft adventure market as comprising 4.4 million 
adults, with 30–60% going hiking/backpacking, 
wildlife viewing, fishing, cycling (see Fig.  1.4), 
kayaking/canoeing, motor boating, golfing and 
wildflower viewing. In contrast, the CTC esti-
mated the Canadian hard adventure market size 
as being significantly smaller at only 1.6 million 

Fig. 1.2. Hiking tour of White Cloud Wilderness, Idaho, USA (photograph courtesy of Harold Richins).
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Hard and soft
adventure tourism

Sustainability focused
- ecotourism

Travel to experience
nature 

Travel to view wildlife
Specialist

transportation used in
natural areas

Travel to participate
in outdoor sports

Health and wellness
tourism

Serious leisure in
natural settings

Travel for personal
development 

Accessibility based
tourism

Travel to remote
natural settings for

privacy
Cultural experiences

in natural areas

Indigenous
activities in natural

environments

Specialist lodging in
natural areas

Events and festivals
in natural settings

Fig. 1.3. Matrix of nature-based speciality travel that may take place in mountain settings (photographs courtesy of Harold Richins).
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adults. Mountain biking was the most popular 
outdoor activity, followed by rock climbing, 
scuba diving and white-water rafting. Over half 
of the hard adventure tourists also enjoyed soft 
adventure activities and most often the out-
door adventurer’s interests and capabilities lie 
somewhere along a hard/soft continuum 
(CTC, 2003a,b). Internationally, outdoor ad-
venture continues to have significant economic 
benefits, and a 2013 study estimated the value 
of the global outbound adventure travel sector to 
be US$263 billion, excluding airfare. This rep-
resents a very high average growth rate of 63% 
per year from 2009 to 2012 (Adventure Tour-
ism Report, 2013). Many activities in this 
fast-growing sector of tourism occur within 
mountain settings, utilizing the compelling nat-
ural mountain resources.

Those seeking leisure and tourism experi-
ences in the mountains now have a myriad of 
opportunities to engage in recreational sport 
(Weed and Bull, 2004; Musa et al., 2015). 
Outdoor winter recreation activities were the 
impetus behind the development of many 
mountain destinations ‘allowing the mountains 
to become playgrounds’ (Marković and Petro-
vić, 2013, 82). In the early days of mountain- 
based tourism, winter activities included 
snowshoeing and skiing (backcountry, alpine 
and cross country) and summer activities in-
cluded hiking/mountaineering activities (God-
de et al., 2000). As technology changed and 
improved and the desire for adventure grew, 
snowmobiling and cat/heli-skiing followed in 
the winter, and all- terrain vehicles (ATVs) 
(e.g. motorcycles, quads) with mountain bikes 

and other adventure sports, including white- 
water paddling and rafting, becoming more com-
mon in the drier summer months.

Also growing is the trend towards com-
mercially sponsored competitive events in 
natural areas (Newsome et al., 2013). This 
includes activities such as multi-sport adven-
ture racing (i.e. a race including a variety of 
activities such as running, biking and pad-
dling) or single sport racing (e.g. downhill 
mountain bike races). These competitive 
events are still adventure tourism, but distin-
guished from those activities where partici-
pants are actively engaged on their own or in 
small groups. These larger group mountain 
tourism activities attract an audience of spec-
tators, which plays a significant role in the 
economic benefit of tourism in mountain des-
tinations.

The Transition of Mountains Toward 
Visitation and Stewardship

Snowdon et al. (2000) have observed how 
mountains have become places where the 
economy has transitioned from resource ex-
traction to places where tourism ‘acquired a 
central position in thinking about the future of 
rural, upland and mountain economies’ (138). 
Unlike valley bottoms, where the flat land and 
warmer temperatures support agriculture and 
manufacturing activities (and thriving service 
centres), mountains are generally devoid of 
broad-scale, intensive economic activity. Be-
tween 1870 and 1940, many countries set 
aside these ‘worthless’ lands for protected 
areas and parks (Hall and Higham, 2000). 
Policy makers believed, however, that these 
areas had future tourism potential as they 
would be aesthetically pleasing to visitors. To 
meet this potential, luxurious lodges were es-
tablished to attract visitors and the develop-
ment of railways allowed them to reach these 
often remote destinations (e.g. Banff, Canada; 
Hall and Higham, 2000).

By the 1970s–1980s, a paradigm shift 
occurred from more of an interest in develop-
ment and visitation in mountain areas to that 
of preservation and stewardship (example, see 
Fig. 1.5). Previously considered visitor-friendly 
places, new policies limited visitor infrastructure 

Fig. 1.4. Road biking Lake Garda, Italian Alps 
(photograph courtesy of Harold Richins).
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in order to maintain a ‘state of nature’ as re-
ferred to in the 1952 New Zealand National 
Parks Act (Hall and Higham, 2000). The tension 
between the visitor-centric and preservation 
viewpoints is often exacerbated, however, 
when the mandates of differing government 
agencies come into stark contrast with each 
other. For example, the New Zealand (NZ) De-
partment of Conservation (DOC) was originally 
responsible both for conservation and for foster-
ing tourism and recreational use in all national 
parks – a task that was somewhat manageable 
under one department. However, the role of a 
separate agency, the Tourism Marketing Board, 
was to significantly increase tourist numbers by 
promoting NZ as a clean, green destination us-
ing the marketing slogan, ‘100% Pure New 
Zealand’. The subsequent growth in visitor 
numbers (many of whom visit these parks) 
meant that the DOC’s dual mandate was par-
ticularly difficult to deliver, and became more 
so when their budget was significantly reduced 
at the same time that funding for the marketing 

board was substantially increased (Hall and 
Higham, 2000). This is an example in New 
Zealand, but examination in other countries, 
such as Canada and the USA, produces similar 
observations.

Emphasis on Mountain Destination 
Resort Communities

Today, the focus on tourism in many mountain 
destinations centres is around resorts. For ex-
ample, the government of the province of Brit-
ish Columbia in Canada has actively pursued 
the development of mountain resorts to ‘revital-
ize the dwindling economies of interior BC 
communities’ (Nepal and Jamal, 2011, 89) 
with the development of the ‘All Season Resort 
Policy’ in 2005. This signals a significant shift 
from the previous focus on winter-only destin-
ations (see Fig. 1.5). While this has led to moun-
tain resorts now offering golf, horse riding and 

Fig. 1.5. Northstar California Resort Village, Lake Tahoe, California (photograph courtesy of Harold Richins).
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mountain biking activities in the summer, resorts 
have expanded mountain activity offerings through-
out all seasons of the year (Buckley et al., 1999). 
Moving from being destinations where activities 
primarily took place slopeside (ski/snowboard), 
many resorts now offer a multitude of activities, 
including, for example, cat-skiing, tubing, skat-
ing, or snowmobiling as ways to recuperate in-
tensive capital and operating costs. They have 
also increasingly turned to events, competitions 
(attracting both participants and viewers), meet-
ings and conventions and cultural events (i.e. 
concerts, art shows). These are now becoming a 
large draw for additional resort visitors. Not only 
has this attracted short-stay visitors, but amenity 
migrants too – ‘the combination of tourism, se-
cond homes, and amenity migration has fueled 
the economy of many mountain regions’, accord-
ing to Nepal and Jamal (2011).

Brief Summary of This Book on 
Mountain Tourism

Mountain Tourism: Experiences, Communities, 
Environments and Sustainable Futures has 
wide-reaching geographic coverage of mountain 
regions, and includes areas of focus within 
Europe, Asia- Pacific, South America,  Africa and 
North America. Figure 1.6 shows the disper-
sion of continental regions covered by authors. 
European geographic mountain regions repre-
sent 33% of the coverage, North America 22%, 
and Asia and Pacific regions are represented 
in approximately 14% of the book chapters. 
Twenty-five per cent of the chapters could be 
considered in an international context.

Of the 36 chapters, 19 countries are included 
as a geographic focus, and eight chapters have 

a broader international or multi-state reach. 
Table 1.1 lists the geographic distribution for 
chapters based on subject coverage, and Figs 
1.7 and 1.8 below show these regions on 
world and European maps.

There are 58 different contributors from 
34 academic and associated organizations res-
iding in 15 countries. In some instances more 
than one country is covered within a particular 
chapter, as comparisons are drawn or a region 
is covered (such as the Alps of Europe) that 
includes a number of countries.

The following provides a broader summary 
of each section of Mountain Tourism: Experi-
ences, Communities, Environments and Sus-
tainable Futures, including the introductory 
and concluding chapters.

Part I: Mountain Tourism Introduction

This section provides a brief introduction to 
mountain tourism in its theoretical and historical 
context as well as describing the management 
themes of the book relevant to mountain tourism.

Part II: Experience Provision  
in Mountain Tourism

Part II introduces and focuses on experience 
development and delivery within mountain 
tourism settings. This includes contextual 
and historical development of experience 
studies and application in mountain environ-
ments, within the sphere of customer ex-
periences and motivations, the relevance to 
shorter-term and longer-term residents, and 
also in aspects of organizational and destination 
success within these unique environments. 

Fig. 1.6. Geographic distribution of chapters in Mountain Tourism by continent/region.
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A  number of examples of organizational 
commitment within a mountain tourism con-
text are presented through a basic content 
exploration of tourism enterprise communi-
cation and promotion that emphasizes cus-
tomer experience service provision.

Part III: People and Communities in 
Mountain Tourism

Part III explores aspects of people and commu-
nities in mountain tourism. This includes a focus 
on mountain communities and the people that 
visit and/or reside within these mountain 
regions. Many mountain communities are vi-
brant tourism destinations offering attractions 
beyond those experiences available in the nat-
ural mountain outdoors. Attractions may include 
historical areas, art galleries, wineries, craft 
breweries, hot springs and mineral pools, and 
festivals centred on music, food and drink. 
Understanding the players involved in mountain 
tourism and development as well as the role of 
local participants is critical for realizing change.

Part IV: Natural Environments  
and Their Connection to Mountain 

Tourism

Part IV explores mountain tourism and its con-
nection and integration to natural environments 
through an overview of relevant literature. Moun-
tains attract visitors for a variety of reasons, in-
cluding: adventure; summer and winter sporting 
activities; festivals and events within natural 

Table 1.1. Geographic distribution of chapters by 
country in Mountain Tourism.

Country Number of chapters

Australia 2
Austria 1
Canada 7
France 2
Germany 3
Iceland 1
Iran 1
Italy 1
Nepal 1
New Zealand 1
Norway 1
Peru 1
Philippines 1
Romania 1
Slovakia 1
South Africa 1
Spain 1
Switzerland 1
USA 2
International 8

Fig. 1.7. World map of chapter geographic distribution in Mountain Tourism (from Google Maps).
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settings; experiencing flora and fauna; explor-
ation; getting away, enjoying solitude, serenity and 
beauty; and engaging or visiting unique human 
settlements or mountain communities.

Part V: Impacts and Solutions  
in Mountain Tourism

The fifth section explores the diversity of im-
pacts, approaches and solutions in mountain 
tourism through utilization of a number of 
case studies and pertinent writings. Each of the 
chapters in this section helps the reader de-
velop a greater understanding of the complex 
effects and approaches used to achieve viable 
outcomes and successful results, while minimiz-
ing adverse consequences in mountain tourism.

Part VI: Development, Planning and 
Governance in Mountain Tourism

This section focuses on development, planning 
and governance in mountain tourism. This 

includes an exploration of associated literature 
and presents a number of case studies and fur-
ther writings in this area. This includes addressing 
approaches through networks, partnerships and 
community engagement; facilitating success 
through community-based tourism and small 
tourism enterprises and regional collaboration 
and governance in the context of mountain 
tourism.

Part VII: Mountain Tourism  
Implications

This final section provides a brief conclusion 
to Mountain Tourism in its theoretical and 
applied context. A model for management is 
presented (referred to as the Sustainable 
Mountain Tourism Experience Model) which 
endeavours to address many of the complex 
issues and circumstances of visitation to, and 
within mountains, the interactions and asso-
ciations with relevant communities, as well 
as addressing the inherent need for effective 
management and emphasis on sustainable 
futures in the mountain tourism experience.

Fig. 1.8. European map of chapter geographic distribution in Mountain Tourism (from Google Maps).
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